Implementation of the Response to the Evaluation
Comments by WFO

Results chain for CFS: WFO welcomes the development of a results chain as a tool for
discussion and clarification of the mandate and expected impact of the CFS as well as what
the expected outcomes of its activities are. Considering the results chain together with the
proposed strategic objectives for the next MYPoW, the latter should contain specific criteria
for measuring the real impacts and results.
Strategic Objectives (SOs) and next MYPoW: WFO welcomes the proposal to establish
strategic objectives to guide the work of the Committee and hopes that the MYPoW will
make a clear reference to the time frame within which the CFS aims to pursue and reach
the objectives. Additionally, we would propose to include some criteria for monitoring and
evaluation of the impact of the activities that will be planned and include in the MYPoW.
WFO suggests that the MYPoW is planned for four years (six years is a too long period and
would be even more difficult according to the budget constraints), with a review/ adjustment
of the activities every two years to include critical and emerging issues that might show up.
A reference should be made also to the global agenda within which the CFS is operating
(Agenda 2030, UN Decade of Action on Nutrition, ICN II, the work of the three UN Rome
based Agencies, as well as other global processes that might be of interest for the work of
the Committee). Regarding the structure, we suggest to merge the “CFS global objective”
with the “CFS vision and global objectives”.
SO1 Platform: WFO suggests to rephrase as follows: “to strengthen the CFS as an
evidence-based and solution-oriented platform in order to increase its inclusiveness and
effectiveness in identifying policy priorities arising from controversial, critical, urgent and
emerging issues on FSN, and topics that might have an impact on it”.

